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Boxhead fans will be happy to know that the long awaited sequel to this fun game is finally here.
If you are a true fan of the Boxhead games, you are going to love.
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"The most comprehensive zombie game site on the Net." - PC Gamer Magazine
We found 8 games using Tag: boxhead play Boxhead The Zombie Wars. Unlock new
characters, weapons, and levels as you continue your battle against . Achievement Unlocked 2 ·
Achievement Unlocked 3 · Achilles · Achilles II: Origin of a Legend · Acid Bunny: Episode 1 ·
Acid Bunny: Episode 2. . Boxhead 2Play .
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Boxhead fans will be happy to know that the long awaited sequel to this fun game is finally here.
If you are a true fan of the Boxhead games, you are going to love. Skip To Game. Game
Information; Description: Boxville has been overrun by zombies! Escort the civillians to safety.
Added On: January 15th, 2007; 217 Play Boxhead: More Rooms – From ArcadePrehacks.com.
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Dec 10, 2008. Play Boxhead: The Zombie Wars – From ArcadePrehacks.com. Fight an army of

zombies using awesome new weapons. Achievement Unlocked 2 · Achievement Unlocked 3 ·
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Play Boxhead 2 Play Hacked. Boxhead is back for a 2nd zombie killing action shooter. Kill as
many waves as you can while collecting the red upgrade boxes for some.
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continue your battle against . Mar 29, 2011. Play Boxhead: The Rooms – From
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people .
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Jun 8, 2007. The most awaited third sequel to the successful Boxhead series has finally arrive.
With more rooms and finally with cooperative and . A site that has a bunch of flash games on
ONE Website! Fullscreen is also available for every game!. Box Head- 2play. . Boxhead: The
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